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INTRODUCTION

In July 2018, Kashka and Sinead, a lesbian couple of Polish and Irish nationality, gave birth to their daughter Sofia in Spain. The couple resided in Ireland but looked abroad for reproductive care because of the high cost of Irish fertility clinics. They eventually chose Spain to be Sofia’s birthplace because both their names could be on the child’s birth certificate. After four years of trying to conceive a child through in vitro fertilization (IVF), Baby Sofia was

---
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born, but the family’s struggles were still far from over. First, Ireland refused to transcribe Baby Sofia’s birth certificate because two women were listed as mothers. Then, Poland did the same. In both countries, transcription is a necessary step to obtain identity documentation and a passport. Without a passport, the family could not return home to Ireland. The family’s final remedy was to apply for Spanish citizenship for Sofia. Although children born in Spain to non-Spanish parents normally are not eligible to be Spanish citizens, there is an exception through which children who would otherwise be stateless may acquire Spanish nationality. Even still, such applications can take years to be processed and approved. While they waited, the family was stuck in Spain, unable to travel or go home, unable to introduce their daughter to her grandparents and cousins. Baby Sofia was in legal limbo—not Irish, not Polish, not Spanish, but stateless.

Baby Sofia’s story is neither unique nor is the problem faced by Sofia and her parents unique to same-sex couples. Different-sex couples and single parents who travel abroad for reproductive care also face obstacles and the risk that their child will be born stateless. Increasingly, hopeful parents are traveling to other countries to benefit from assisted reproductive technology (ART) that is illegal, unavailable, or unaffordable in their home country. This phenomenon is sometimes called fertility tourism or reproductive tourism, although this Comment will refer to it as cross-border reproductive care. Many complicated legal problems can arise from cross-border reproductive care.
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arrangements. This Comment will focus on these problems through the lens of children’s rights, particularly a child’s right to a nationality.

This Comment will first examine the problem of statelessness, particularly for children born stateless. The Comment will then discuss the history of ART, methods of ART, and the state of cross-border reproductive care. This Comment will then explain how statelessness arises for children born through cross-border reproductive care arrangements. Next, this Comment will discuss existing international law on parentage and cross-border reproductive care. This Comment will also explore what protections exist for stateless people—stateless children in particular—under existing international law. After explaining existing international law, this Comment will consider the limitations and problems arising from current law. Finally, this Comment will propose potential solutions in international and domestic law. Within domestic law, this Comment will discuss solutions for countries that are destinations for cross-border reproductive care and receiving countries.

I. BACKGROUND

A. The Problem of Statelessness

Statelessness is the condition of having no legal or effective citizenship. Some commentators will distinguish between de jure and de facto citizenship. De facto statelessness includes people who cannot prove or verify their citizenship or otherwise cannot access the benefits and protections citizenship confers. “Put another way, persons who are de facto stateless might have a legal claim to the benefits of nationality but are not, for a variety of reasons, able to enjoy these benefits. They are, effectively, without a nationality.”

Consider the story of Baby Sofia from the beginning of this Comment. Sofia is likely not de jure stateless. If she is not a citizen of Ireland or Poland, she can acquire Spanish nationality because of Spain’s safeguards against statelessness. However, while the countries work out which state she belongs
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to, Baby Sofia is effectively stateless, unable to travel or access public services.25

Undoubtedly, there are times when it is useful and even necessary to distinguish between *de jure* and *de facto* statelessness.26 However, because *de facto* stateless people face the same obstacles as *de jure* stateless people and it is often difficult to tell which term applies to an individual, this Comment will from now on use the broad definition of statelessness that includes those who are effectively stateless.

The right to a nationality is one of the most fundamental rights a person can possess because one’s nationality determines what other civil, political, economic, and social rights a person can exercise within a territory.27 For these reasons, the right to a nationality has been called “nothing less than the right to have rights.”28 The inverse of this axiom is that stateless people are denied or face barriers to accessing every right.29 Stateless people will face many hardships such as difficulty obtaining identity documents, acquiring jobs, receiving medical care, marrying, traveling, owning property, enrolling in school, and registering the birth of their children.30 That final hardship is notable for it makes statelessness a problem often perpetuated from one generation to the next.31

It is difficult, if not impossible, to summarize all the ways a person can be or become stateless.32 The United Nations estimates that there are at least 4.3 million stateless people worldwide, about a third of whom are children.33 There are certain well-trod paths to statelessness: the dissolution of a state, territorial transfer, racial or ethnic discrimination, displacement and migration, and revocation or renunciation of citizenship.34 However, statelessness is sometimes caused by unique situations that slip through the cracks of citizenship law and administrative practice.35 Therefore, rather than attempting to catalog all the

25 *Id.*
26 See Weissbrodt & Collins, supra note 19, at 253.
27 *Id.* at 248.
29 See Weissbrodt & Collins, supra note 19, at 265.
30 *Id.* at 266.
31 *Id.* at 256.
32 *Id.* at 248.
34 See Weissbrodt & Collins, supra note 19, at 253.
35 *Id.*
ways a person can lack citizenship, it is more helpful to understand how a person can obtain citizenship.\textsuperscript{36}

Citizenship can be acquired at birth (birthright citizenship) or after birth (naturalization).\textsuperscript{37} Birthright citizenship is based on either where a child is born, known as \textit{jus soli} or right of the soil, or based on the parents’ citizenship and family heritage, known as \textit{jus sanguinis}, right of the blood, or citizenship by descent.\textsuperscript{38} Today, most states use a combination of \textit{jus soli} and \textit{jus sanguinis} to some degree.\textsuperscript{39} For example, individuals born in the United States are granted citizenship regardless of their parents’ citizenship. Typically, individuals born abroad to at least one U.S. citizen parent can acquire U.S. citizenship.\textsuperscript{40} Treaties and international judicial bodies have repeatedly recognized that a state’s sovereignty includes its discretion to dictate the terms of eligibility for citizenship.\textsuperscript{41}

\textbf{B. An Overview of Assisted Reproductive Technology}

Although there is evidence that the ancient Hebrews practiced surrogacy and artificial insemination has been used since the late 1800s, ART is largely a phenomenon of the late 20\textsuperscript{th} century. The first baby to be conceived through IVF was born in 1978.\textsuperscript{42} IVF is a procedure in which an egg is fertilized outside the body and inserted into a womb for gestation.\textsuperscript{43} The egg may come from the gestational mother or a donor, and the sperm may come from the intended father or a donor.\textsuperscript{44} Another technological development that has expanded the use of ART is cryopreservation, a process for freezing and storing gametes—sperm, eggs, or embryos—in liquid nitrogen.\textsuperscript{45} This process allows the genetic material to be preserved for many years for possible future implantation into a womb for
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gestation.46 As the technology has developed and success rates have improved, the use of ART has skyrocketed.47 For example, in the United States, the use of ART doubled in the 2010s.48 By one estimate, more than eight million people have been born from ART so far.49

Today, artificial insemination and IVF are legally allowed in almost all countries.50 However, in most countries, the treatments are restricted to some degree.51 Older women, unmarried couples, single patients, same-sex couples, and transgender patients are most likely to be denied access to these treatments.52 Even patients with access to these treatments in their home country may choose to travel abroad if the procedure is more affordable in the destination country or, in the case of IVF, if the destination country has higher success rates or fewer restrictions on the number of embryos that may be transferred.53

Gamete donation, where a third party donates sperm, an egg, or an embryo, is not legal in many countries for ethical and religious reasons.54 Several countries also restrict who can donate genetic material and in what circumstances, such as limits on compensation and anonymity.55 As with IVF, access to donated gametes may be restricted for older patients, unmarried couples, single patients, same-sex patients, and transgender individuals.56 Even where gamete donation is legal, low supply, high costs, and long waiting lists may drive many people seeking third-party genetic material to look abroad.57

More controversial than the forms of ART described thus far is surrogacy.58 Surrogacy is the practice of a woman other than an intended parent carrying a pregnancy and giving birth to the child.59 The term “intended parent(s)” refers to the individual(s) who plan to take the child into their home and raise the child

46 Id. at 12.
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58 See e.g., Grégor Puppinck & Claire de La Hougue, For an Effective Ban on Surrogacy in International Law in INSTITUT FAMILLE & RÉPUBLIQUE, LE MARIAGE ET LA LOI PROTÉGER L’ENFANT (2016).
59 Salama et al., supra note 16, at 1279.
as their own. There are two methods of surrogacy. The first is genetic surrogacy, sometimes called traditional surrogacy, where the surrogate’s own egg is fertilized through artificial insemination or IVF. The other is gestational surrogacy, where an egg that does not come from the surrogate is made into an embryo and implanted in the surrogate’s womb through IVF. In gestational surrogacy arrangements, the egg may come from an intended parent or a donor. If the surrogate is paid for carrying the child, the arrangement is considered commercial surrogacy. If the surrogate is not paid or receives no compensation beyond medical expenses then the arrangement is known as altruistic surrogacy.

Many countries prohibit surrogacy for ethical and religious reasons. Surrogacy raises thorny ethical concerns on both sides of the debate. On the one hand, issues include the commodification of women’s bodies, the commodification of children, and the potential for exploitation of indigent surrogates and donors. On the other hand, there is an individual’s right to bodily autonomy, freedom to contract, and the rights of intended parents to form a family, especially when they are barred from traditional reproduction by an otherwise protected status, such as disability, sexual orientation, or gender identity. State regulation of surrogacy can fall into four categories: 1) all surrogacy is illegal, including in countries where it is criminalized; 2) altruistic surrogacy is allowed, but commercial surrogacy is illegal; 3) altruistic and commercial surrogacy is allowed; and 4) the law is silent on surrogacy.

As with other ART, even where surrogacy is legal, intended parents may choose to use services abroad due to the expense of the service in their home country. For example, in 2018, the average cost of having a child through surrogacy in India was 20,000 USD, while the same service could cost 100,000
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USD in the United States.\textsuperscript{72} Popular destinations for surrogacy include surrogacy-friendly states in the United States, such as California, Ukraine, and Russia.\textsuperscript{73} Before 2017, India was also a top destination, but the state has since restricted access to surrogacy within its borders.\textsuperscript{74}

In any ART arrangement—whether artificial insemination, IVF, or surrogacy—three roles must be filled: 1) the genetic father, who can either be a sperm donor or an intended parent; 2) the genetic mother, who can either be an egg donor, a surrogate, or an intended parent; and 3) the gestational carrier, who can either be a surrogate or an intended parent.\textsuperscript{75} Theoretically, an ART baby could have five “parents:” a sperm donor, an egg donor, a gestational surrogate, and two intended parents.\textsuperscript{76} This creates problems when parentage laws are nearly universally built around the “rule of two.”\textsuperscript{77} Parentage laws also create problems for ART babies by focusing on biological (genetic) relation or presumed biological relation as the basis for parenthood, as children born through ART often lack a biological (genetic) relationship with at least one, and sometimes both, of their intended parents.\textsuperscript{78}

C. How Cross-Border Reproductive Care Can Lead to Statelessness

Having laid a foundation in how citizenship at birth is determined, let us discuss some ways children can be born stateless because of cross-border reproductive care. When a child is born in a country with universal \textit{jus soli} birthright citizenship, such as the United States, the child cannot be born stateless.\textsuperscript{79} The parents and child may face other problems, like whether their home country will grant the child citizenship or recognize the intended parents as legal parents. Still, at minimum, statelessness is not a risk.\textsuperscript{80}

Therefore, statelessness at birth can only occur when the birth country operates under \textit{jus sanguinis} principles.\textsuperscript{81} Establishing \textit{jus sanguinis} citizenship
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The rights of stateless children first requires establishing who the child’s legal parents are. Here enters the problem of cross-border reproduction, as the birth country and the home country will often have different laws for recognizing parentage. For example, if surrogacy is illegal in the home country, the home country would likely recognize the birth mother-surrogate as the legal parent. In contrast, the birth country would recognize the intended parents as the legal parents. Neither country would grant citizenship because neither sees a legal relationship between the child and its citizens.

This hypothetical is similar to the real-life case of the Balaz twins. In 2008, a German couple, Jan Balaz and Susan Lohle, worked with an Indian surrogate to have twin boys born in India. Mr. Balaz’s petition for German visas for the twins was denied because surrogacy is illegal in Germany, and Germany recognized the Indian surrogate as the child’s parent. The family then sought Indian citizenship for the twins, which was unsuccessful because India recognized the intended parents, the German couple, as the child’s parents. Because the parents had no connections to India, Indian citizenship was unavailable. The children were stateless and forced to remain in India for two years until the German couple could adopt the children and obtain the documentation needed to return to Germany.

Even when countries allow ART or surrogacy, statelessness can arise when outdated laws overly rely on genetic relations as a basis for parentage. For example, Ellie Lavi was an unmarried woman with U.S. citizenship residing in Israel. She worked with a fertility clinic in Tel Aviv to become pregnant using
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embryos produced by donor sperm and donor eggs.  

Some countries only allow *jus sanguinis* citizenship to pass from father to child or from mother to child.  

According to the United Nations, twenty-five states do not grant women equal rights to transfer nationality to their children.  

Conversely, some countries only allow children to acquire citizenship at birth based on the status of the birth mother.  

These countries may require fathers to undergo genetic testing or other additional verification to establish legal parentage and the ability to pass on their nationality.  

However, a child born through ART arrangements may not have a legal father or mother because donors, especially anonymous donors, are not usually recognized as legal parents.  

Consider the case of Baby Sofia again. Only the two mothers were listed on the Spanish birth certificate; the child does not have a legal father.  

Mothers who use an anonymous donor—perhaps because they are in a same-sex relationship or single—may find their child born stateless if the mother is a national of a country that only allows fathers to pass on citizenship.  

For the father’s perspective, the Baby Manji case is illustrative.  

Mr. and Mrs. Yamada, a Japanese couple, contracted with a surrogate in India to have a child using Mr. Yamada’s sperm and an egg from an anonymous donor.  

According to the fertility clinic’s standard procedure, the surrogate and donor signed away all rights to the child.  

After the IVF procedure was successful,
but before the child was born, the Yamadas divorced.\textsuperscript{104} The couple had included a clause in their surrogacy contract stating that the father would care for the child in the event of separation.\textsuperscript{105} Both Mr. and Mrs. Yamada wanted to honor that agreement after the divorce.\textsuperscript{106} Therefore, no mother was listed on Baby Manji’s birth certificate.\textsuperscript{107} There were three potential mothers—the surrogate, the egg donor, and Mrs. Yamada—but each had renounced their claim to the child. Baby Manji was denied Japanese citizenship because the Japanese Civil Code at the time determined nationality based on the nationality of the birth mother.\textsuperscript{108} Even though Mr. Yamada was biologically related to his daughter, he could not give her Japanese citizenship.\textsuperscript{109} India also denied citizenship because it saw no legal relationship between the Indian surrogate and the child.\textsuperscript{110} Baby Manji was stateless.\textsuperscript{111}

Another example of children born through cross-border reproductive care with no legal mother is the Goldberg twins.\textsuperscript{112} Dan Goldberg, an Israeli man, used his sperm, an anonymous egg donor, and an Indian surrogate to give birth to twins in India.\textsuperscript{113} Goldberg’s male partner intended to co-parent the children with Goldberg but did not have a biological relationship with the children.\textsuperscript{114} Under Israeli law at the time, for children born abroad to obtain Israeli citizenship, their parents needed permission from an Israeli family court to do DNA testing.\textsuperscript{115} That testing then needed to confirm that the children were genetically related to at least one Israeli parent.\textsuperscript{116} However, when Goldberg petitioned the family court for permission to perform the DNA testing, the court ruled it lacked jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{117} This same judge had also denied paternity tests to at least two other same-sex couples.\textsuperscript{118} The judge’s refusal to grant the order left the children stateless, without Israeli or Indian citizenship, and ineligible for
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health insurance.\textsuperscript{119} The children lived in an Indian hotel and could not receive medical checkups while their case was fought in Israeli courts.\textsuperscript{120}

It is worth noting that LGBTQ+ parents are particularly vulnerable to cross-border reproductive care-related statelessness.\textsuperscript{121} This is for many reasons, including same-sex couples’ reliance on ART to have biological children,\textsuperscript{122} LGBTQ+ parents’ increased risk of statelessness themselves,\textsuperscript{123} and discriminatory marriage and parentage laws.\textsuperscript{124} These laws can take the form of non-recognition of relationships between LGBTQ+ people or even criminalizing LGBTQ+ identity and behavior.\textsuperscript{125} In some jurisdictions, LGBTQ+ families merely “fall [] through the gaps in complex sets of legislation and procedures.”\textsuperscript{126} Even where countries do not intend to bar same-sex couples from being parents, many states’ laws include a “heteronormative parental presumption” that makes it more difficult for same-sex couples to establish legal parentage.\textsuperscript{127} This makes it harder for same-sex couples to establish \textit{jus sanguinis} citizenship.\textsuperscript{128} Turning again to the example of Baby Sofia, Ireland has recognized marriage equality since 2015 and announced legislation recognizing lesbian co-parents.\textsuperscript{129} Because Ireland is relatively tolerant of same-sex couples, Sofia’s mothers did not think there would be any problem bringing
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their baby home. However, the lesbian co-parent law had not gone into effect yet, and Baby Sofia still ended up stateless. Evidently, more is needed to address the problem of stateless “rainbow families.”

II. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING LAW

A. Establishing Parentage in International Law

Statelessness arises from cross-border reproductive care arrangements when 1) a child is born in a jus sanguinis country and 2) neither the birth country nor the receiving country recognizes its nationals as the child’s legal parents. Legal parentage is largely a matter of domestic law. In other words, each state has its own laws for determining who will be listed as a mother or father on the child’s legal documents, who will have the right to make decisions about the child’s upbringing, and who will have the responsibility to care and provide for the child. However, work has been undertaken at the international level to establish common principles and work towards the harmonization of substantive domestic law.

For example, the Convention on the Rights of the Child (Children’s Rights Convention) states that children “shall be registered immediately after birth.” Although the specific procedure varies from country to country, typically, the parents or the professionals who attend the birth must register the child’s birth with some civil office. In “the overwhelming majority of states,” the individuals who are listed as the parents on the child’s birth record are the child’s legal parents in that state. Once legal parentage is established, those individuals remain legal parents unless and until their status is contested.
With few exceptions, the child’s legal mother at birth is the person who gave birth to the child. In the vast majority of states, the legal status of parenthood attaches to the birth mother automatically as a matter of law. This ancient principle is known as *mater semper certa est*. For the purposes of recording the birth, the identity of the birth mother is usually certified by the attending medical professional. Each state has its own rules for when the birth was not attended by a medical professional or when the birth mother is somehow in doubt, which may be as simple as the mother asserting the fact or may require additional proof and adjudication. A small minority of states have rules for “anonymous” or “secret birth,” where the birth mother’s identity is not recorded in the child’s birth record. 

Establishing legal paternity is more complicated. In nearly all states, the husband of the birth mother will be presumed to be the genetic father, will be registered as the father, and will receive the legal rights and responsibilities of the father. The rationale for this longstanding rule is that it is “more likely than not” that the husband of the birth mother is the genetic father of the child, and for the welfare of the child, it is better to have a registered father than legal uncertainty. Each state has its own rules for if and when the presumption extends to children born shortly after the dissolution of a marriage, whether through death, divorce, or annulment; a small minority of states extend this presumption to an unmarried male cohabitant of the birth mother. Because the establishment of legal paternity by marriage is based on the assumption that the husband of the birth mother is the genetic father, in most countries, the presumption can be rebutted by showing the husband is not the genetic father. However, each state has its own rules about when such a challenge may be brought, who can raise such a challenge, and what sort of evidence is needed to successfully rebut the presumption. When the birth mother is unmarried, paternity can typically be established by voluntary acknowledgment. This usually takes place at the time of birth registration and
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requires the birth mother and presumed father’s consent. In the majority of states, this is an administrative process, but in some states, this requires a court order.

Every rule discussed in this section so far is not controversial, largely consistent across states, and a longstanding way to establish parentage. However, newer developments—same-sex marriage and co-parenting, ART, and surrogacy—have disrupted the traditional rules and led to wide splits in how states determine parentage. In most cases, the birth mother is still the legal mother, even if the child was conceived with donated eggs and, therefore, has no genetic relationship to the birth mother. The exception to the mater est principle is that in some states that allow surrogacy, the intended parents may be considered legal parents at birth. This is not true in all surrogacy states; in some cases, the birth mother-surrogate will have to transfer her legal rights to the intended parents after birth, similar to an adoption proceeding.

In most cases, the birth mother’s husband will still be the legal father, even if the child was conceived through ART, but in some countries, this is only true if the husband consented to the treatment. Third-party gamete donors will almost never be legal parents in states that have ART legislation. The rare exception is some artificial insemination cases when the donor was not anonymous and assisted reproduction was undertaken informally. Traditionally, the rationale behind the mater est and marital presumption rules is the assumption that the birth mother and her husband are the child’s genetic parents. However, in the age of ART, the rules still stand even when the underlying assumption, a genetic connection, is not present.

In the states that allow same-sex couples to use ART, for two women, the law operates like it does for different-sex couples. The birth mother is a legal parent as a matter of law automatically, as is her spouse. These traditional rules apply even if the underlying rationale, assumed genetic relation, is an impossibility. In states which do not permit same-sex couples to use ART but
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do permit single women to use ART, two women may become legal parents by the birth mother obtaining legal rights automatically and the second parent completing a “step-parent” adoption. In states which do not permit same-sex parents, the child may have only one legal parent. For cisgender men, becoming a legal parent through giving birth is impossible, so for male same-sex partners the only avenues for legal parentage are surrogacy and adoption.

As mentioned above, the Children’s Rights Convention is one international instrument that attempts to bring some consistency to domestic parentage laws. However, aside from the Children’s Rights Convention, there is little regulation at the global level. At the regional level, Europe’s 1975 Convention on the Legal Status of Children Born out of Wedlock brought some harmonization to parentage laws in Europe. However, it failed to foresee the medical and social developments which were to come, and Europe still lacks harmonization when it comes to ART and same-sex parentage. A handful of cases related to parentage have been brought before the European Court of Human Rights, but there is still much inconsistency across the European States. There are other regional and bilateral agreements, but these mostly relate to the sharing of information and the procedural act of registration rather than the substantive law of parentage.

Each state has its own laws for whether and how it will recognize a foreign birth certificate for the purpose of establishing legal parentage, and these vary considerably. In some states, a determination of parentage is made de novo. Other states will recognize a foreign birth certificate and the legal statuses it confers if certain conditions are made. For example, the Netherlands will recognize a foreign birth certificate if it was “(1) … issued by a competent authority; (2) … issued abroad; (3) … laid down in a legal document; (4) … made in accordance with local law; and (5) not … contrary to Dutch public policy.” In the Netherlands and in other countries with similar “public policy”
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foreign birth certificates are not valid when the birth mother was not the legal mother at birth—that is, in surrogacy arrangements. 175

B. Existing Regulation of Cross-Border Reproductive Care

As with other types of medical tourism, cross-border reproductive care has sparked ample concern but little international governance. 176 Some have called for a comprehensive international framework, similar to the Hague Convention on Protection of Children and Co-operation in Respect of Intercountry Adoption (Adoption Convention), to govern cross-border reproductive care. 177 However, given the controversial nature of ART—the complex ethical and religious questions it evokes and the wide range of responses across nations—such a convention is likely a long way from becoming a reality and would face an uphill battle to become widely adopted. 178

Within the analysis of existing treaties, particular attention has been paid to surrogacy. Those opposed to surrogacy have argued that existing treaties on human trafficking, women’s rights, and children’s rights could, and should, be applied to prohibit surrogacy. 179 For example, the Adoption Convention requires that consent to adoption has “not been induced by payment or compensation of any kind.” 180 French scholars Grégor Puppinck and Claire de La Hougue argue that the transactional nature of commercial surrogacy agreements, under which a birth mother gives up her child as part of a financial arrangement, violates the Adoption Convention. 181 Likewise, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Concerning the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography, to which 177 states are parties, prohibits the sale of children, defined as “any act or transaction whereby a child is transferred by any person or group of persons to another for remuneration or any other consideration.” 182 Puppinck and de La Hougue point to the breadth of this treaty and other prohibitions on human trafficking to argue against the legitimacy of
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surrogacy.\textsuperscript{183} Furthermore, the Adoption Convention requires that the mother’s consent be given only after the birth of the child.\textsuperscript{184} Therefore, one could argue any arrangement under which the intended parents are the child’s legal parents at birth, regardless of compensation, would violate the Adoption Convention. Puppinck and de La Hougue even draw an analogy between surrogacy, the commodification of women’s “reproductive function,” and prostitution, which is also regulated by several international conventions.\textsuperscript{185} However, thus far, arguments like Puppinck and de La Hougue’s have not been persuasive before the courts.\textsuperscript{186} There has not been sufficient will to interpret existing treaties as prohibiting surrogacy.\textsuperscript{187}

On the other hand, some legal minds argue existing human rights treaties create a right to a family and should be interpreted to protect cross-border reproductive care.\textsuperscript{188} For example, Lindsey Coffey points to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (Disability Convention), which includes the right to marriage, family, parenthood, and relationships.\textsuperscript{189} The Disability Convention calls on state parties to eliminate discrimination against persons with disabilities and guarantee the rights included in the Convention on an “equal basis” with non-disabled persons.\textsuperscript{190} Infertility, Coffey argues, is legally a disability.\textsuperscript{191} Therefore, the Disability Convention protects the rights of infertile people to create a family in the ways they are able to, through ART and surrogacy.\textsuperscript{192} Coffey argues that states not only should legalize these practices but that parties to the Disability Convention are obligated to legalize these practices.\textsuperscript{193} Furthermore, she argues these states must ensure substantive protections are in place for those who use the services.\textsuperscript{194}

Another example of this pro-ART view can be found in the case of \textit{Artavia Murillo v. Costa Rica}.\textsuperscript{195} This case before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACHR) involved a couple who had attempted to establish a family through ART after they were unable to conceive naturally. The case dealt with the question of whether the State of Costa Rica violated the couple’s right to respect for private and family life, as protected by the American Convention on Human Rights (ACHR). The Court found that Costa Rica had violated the couple’s right to respect for private and family life by not allowing them to use ART to establish a family. The Court further found that Costa Rica had violated the couple’s right to the enjoyment of the benefits of scientific and technical progress by not allowing them to use ART to establish a family. The Court ordered Costa Rica to pay the couple damages and to allow them to use ART to establish a family.
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Rights challenged Costa Rica’s prohibition of IVF.\textsuperscript{196} The challengers, couples affected by fertility challenges, argued that “the prohibition constituted [an] arbitrary interference in the right to private life and the right to found a family” and “the right to equality.”\textsuperscript{197} The Court ruled that an effective prohibition of IVF within a state party to the American Convention on Human Rights violated the Convention.\textsuperscript{198} The Court stated that “the decision to have biological children using assisted reproduction techniques forms part of the sphere of the right to personal integrity and to private and family life” protected by Article 11(2) of the American Convention on Human Rights.\textsuperscript{199} In addition, the Court agreed with the World Health Organization’s characterization of infertility as a disability and found that the legal prohibition of means to overcome infertility’s effects discriminates against those whom the disease disables.\textsuperscript{200} The Court also found the prohibition to be discriminatory on financial grounds because Costa Ricans with financial means were able to access IVF services by traveling to other countries.\textsuperscript{201} Although the American Convention on Human Rights applies to a limited number of states, its language is similar to other human rights conventions, and the reasoning of \textit{Artavia Murillo} could be applied elsewhere.

Comparing Puppinck and de La Hougue with Coffey and the Court in \textit{Artavia Murillo}, the wide spectrum of opinions on cross-border reproductive care becomes apparent. There is no existing international instrument explicitly governing cross-border reproductive care and no consensus on how existing treaties should be applied to the matter.

\textbf{C. Existing Protections for Stateless Children in International Law}

Although there is broad international recognition of the problem of statelessness, attempts to address the problem have been only mildly successful.\textsuperscript{202} The United Nations estimates that there are still at least 4.3 million stateless people in the world.\textsuperscript{203} Two treaties have been promulgated specifically to address statelessness: the 1954 Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons (1954 Statelessness Convention) and the 1961 Conventions on the
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Reduction of Statelessness (1961 Statelessness Convention). As of February 2022, the 1954 Statelessness Convention has been adopted by ninety-six countries, and the 1961 Statelessness Convention has been adopted by seventy-seven parties. The 1954 Statelessness Convention obligates states to facilitate the naturalization of stateless people in their territory. The 1961 Convention goes a step further and explicitly requires states to grant nationality to children born in their territory who would otherwise be stateless. However, parties to the treaty are permitted to require an application before granting nationality in this scenario, rather than children receiving citizenship as a matter of law automatically. Recall that this was a potential outcome in Baby Sofia’s case. Spain is a party to the 1961 Statelessness Convention and will grant citizenship to children born in Spain who would otherwise be stateless, even if only after a lengthy application process. However, popular cross-border reproductive care destinations such as India, Russia, and the United States are not parties to the 1961 Statelessness Convention.

In addition to the treaties specifically created to address statelessness, several other international instruments include a right to nationality or other protections against statelessness, especially for children. These instruments include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, and the Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness.
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Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, the International Convention on the Rights of All Migrant Workers, the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, and the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. In fact, “almost every major human rights treaty, instrument, or declaration since 1945” has asserted a right to a nationality. In addition to the plethora of global treaties, Europe, the Americas, and Africa have promulgated regional human rights treaties that assert the right to a nationality.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child is the most widely adopted of these instruments and is particularly relevant to the problem of children who are stateless at birth. Although widely adopted does not equate to widely enforced, the Convention is still an important international instrument. The Children’s Rights Convention states that children “shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have the right from birth to a name, the right to acquire a nationality and, as far as possible, the right to know and be cared for by his or her parents.” Article 7 goes on to say states should ensure these rights “in particular where the child would otherwise be stateless.” Articles 9 and 10 both stress the importance of keeping a child with his or her parents unless separation is necessary to protect the best interest of the child. In fact, Article 3 of the Children’s Rights Convention states, “in all actions concerning children … the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration.”

Additionally, the Children’s Rights Convention states a child’s rights should be respected and ensured “without discrimination of any kind, irrespective of the child’s or his or her parent’s or legal guardian’s … national, ethnic or social origin… birth or other status” and that states “shall take all appropriate measures
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to ensure that the child is protected against all forms of discrimination or punishment on the basis of the status [or] activities . . . of the child’s parents, legal guardians, or family members.”

The phrase “birth or other status” was originally intended to ensure children born out of wedlock received the same rights and protections as legitimate children. However, in recent years, the distinction between legitimate and illegitimate children has largely receded, and some scholars argue this language should protect children born from ART and surrogacy. The phrase “without discrimination” is relevant here, too, as many children face statelessness because of anti-LGBT discrimination.

D. Limitations of Existing Statelessness Law in the Context of Cross-Border Reproductive Care

The international treaties concerning statelessness and a right to nationality generally attempt to remedy the problem of stateless children by obligating the birth country to grant citizenship. This citizenship is not automatic and sometimes is only granted after an application process, which can take years. While citizenship in the birth country is preferable to no citizenship at all, it is still problematic in the context of cross-border reproductive care. When birth-country citizenship is the remedy for the would-be stateless child in cross-border arrangements, the child will have a different nationality than their parents and their country of residence, which will likely cause administrative hurdles and potentially immigration problems that would not exist for other families.

A preferable solution would be one that grants children the citizenship of their intended parents.

Another limitation of existing law is the meaning of “parent.” The Children’s Rights Convention includes several provisions protecting the relationship
between children and their parents and limiting the separation of children and parents. However, the Children’s Rights Convention does not contain a definition of legal parenthood. Therefore, the provisions of the Children’s Rights Convention that protect the parent-child relationship do little good in the context of cross-border reproductive care when the identity of the child’s legal parents is often the very thing at issue.

Finally, existing international law on statelessness faces the same challenges all international law faces: the necessity of consent and the paramount importance of state sovereignty. Citizenship and family law are two areas where states have near complete sovereignty and discretion. States that oppose ART, and surrogacy in particular, on religious or ethical grounds will likely resist any move that could be seen as legitimizing the practice. These states’ public policy arguments against “baby markets” are not insignificant. However, they should be balanced against the reality of the cross-border reproductive care market and the best interest of the children it creates.

III. POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

A. Potential Solutions in International Law

Regulation of ART in domestic law tends to be ineffective given the accessibility of cross-border reproductive care; would-be parents simply go abroad to avoid unfavorable regulation. Thus, regulation in international law would be the preferable solution. A multi-lateral treaty would need to take into account the religious and moral objections of states that oppose ART and surrogacy as well as the sovereignty and financial interests of states that are destinations for cross-border reproductive care. It would need to create greater clarity and consistency in establishing legal parentage across borders. The treaty should promote equity for people with disabilities, LGBTQ people, and other non-traditional families. Most importantly, such a treaty should prioritize the
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best interest of the most vulnerable player in cross-border reproductive care arrangements: the child.

Some scholars, such as Katarina Trimmings and Paul Beaumont, have noted The Hague Adoption Convention could be a useful template for a convention on surrogacy.\(^{243}\) With 104 signatures, the Adoption Convention has been one of the most effective international instruments addressing the protection of children.\(^{244}\) The Adoption Convention has been a success in part because countries of origin and receiving countries were equally involved in the process, just as a convention on cross-border reproductive care would need to include both destination countries and receiving countries in the drafting process.\(^{245}\) The Adoption Convention includes protections for children, birth families, and adoptive families.\(^{246}\) Likewise, a cross-border reproductive care treaty would need to include protections for children, donors, surrogates, and intended parents.

The similarities and overlap between adoption and cross-border reproductive care make the Adoption Convention a logical starting point for imagining a new treaty.\(^{247}\) Like ART today, in the 1980s, international adoption was a sensitive issue.\(^{248}\) The Adoption Convention was able to navigate these sensitives.\(^{249}\) Trimmings and Beaumont argue that given the wide variety of domestic responses to surrogacy, a convention should not aim for the unification of rules but rather establish a framework to facilitate international cooperation.\(^{250}\) Such a framework should include procedural rules for courts, administrative agencies, and private actors, they argue.\(^{251}\) The framework should also create substantive safeguards and a system for supervision and communication to ensure those safeguards are met.\(^{252}\) In Trimmings and Beaumont’s vision, a surrogacy convention would only set minimum standards and would not prevent state
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parties from setting higher standards, like the Adoption Convention. More detailed regulations could be worked out in bilateral agreements between member states.

Where Trimmings and Beaumont’s solutions fall short is that they are only focused on surrogacy. As this Comment has explored, statelessness at birth can arise from a variety of cross-border reproductive care arrangements. Trimmings and Beaumont’s proposal likely would not have helped Baby Sofia, for example. To prevent statelessness arising from a wider array of cross-border reproductive care arrangements, an international convention must contain some unification of rules concerning the establishment of legal parentage and the recognition of parentage in other countries.

The Hague Conference on Private International Law, the institution that drafted the Adoption Convention and other influential instruments of private international law, has begun work on an international agreement on parentage and surrogacy. The Conference recognizes that there is no international consensus on issues such as ART, surrogacy, and paternity disestablishment in light of DNA testing. This lack of clarity on parentage jeopardizes children’s fundamental human rights, such as those guaranteed in the Convention on the Rights of the Child. This area has been one of concern for the Hague Conference since at least 2010, and in 2015, an Experts’ Group was convened. As of October 2022, the Experts’ Group is developing two potential international instruments: a general private international law instrument on establishing and recognizing legal parentage and a separate protocol on international surrogacy agreements.

One approach to a parentage convention would be to unify state laws on the establishment of legal parentage. This approach could mimic other uniform laws like the Uniform Parentage Act in the United States and the Uniform Child Status Act in Canada. These uniform laws recognize the fact that families form in many configurations and means of conception. Rather than fighting this reality, these uniform laws are guided by child-focused principles, “including
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promoting equality of treatment for children, regardless of their means of conception.\textsuperscript{261}

Rather than trying to create uniformity in parentage laws, another approach is one that focuses on the mutual recognition of parentage. This would better protect national sovereignty and would likely be more widely adopted. Under such a convention, each state would be free to enact its own laws governing the establishment of legal parentage for children born within its borders, as they do now. However, when it comes to recognizing a foreign birth certificate, each signatory to the treaty would agree to recognize the birth certificates of other signatories. Rather than a patchwork of parentage recognition laws across countries, each state would recognize as legal parents the individuals who were registered as parents in the birth country.

States that are opposed to ART, surrogacy, or same-sex parentage would likely oppose either approach, but certain provisions could be added to a mutual recognition of parentage treaty to make it more palatable. First, the mutual recognition of parentage would operate as a presumption or default. It would allow for legal certainty on matters like establishing the child’s nationality and issuing identity documents at the child’s birth. If, at a later time, the receiving country had reason to believe the parentage of the birth country violated the receiving country’s laws or public policy interests, it could challenge the parentage.

The rule would work much like the marital presumption that is used to establish paternity in most countries. The presumption applies at the birth of the child but can later be challenged and overcome, such as if DNA testing proves another man to be the genetic father. For centuries, humans have known that the birth mother’s husband is not always the genetic father of the child, but our laws have favored legal certainty for the child. Likewise, countries know that when their nationals give birth abroad, sometimes the parentage laws of the birth country will not line up with those of the receiving country. Still, rather than leaving the child in legal limbo while the case is adjudicated, receiving states should prioritize legal certainty at birth and the welfare of the child.

Imagine how this rule would have played out in the case of Baby Sofia. Baby Sofia’s Spanish birth certificate listed two mothers: the birth mother and her spouse. Under a mutual recognition law, Ireland would have recognized the parentage established by the birth registration in Spain and granted Irish nationality to Baby Sofia. The family would have been able to return to Ireland.

\textsuperscript{261} Id.
and introduce the baby to her family. Rather than bouncing around temporary housing in Spain and running out of money, the mothers could live in their home and return to their work. Because Irish law at the time did not permit two women to be legal parents of a child, Ireland may have challenged the Spanish parentage, but the adjudication would have played out with much less strain on the family, and Baby Sofia would not have faced statelessness.

A mutual recognition of parentage agreement would likely need to set some minimum standards for birth countries. The legal parent should have some connection to the child, be it through a surrogacy contract, biological relationship, acknowledgment, or marriage to another parent. These minimums should be designed to prevent perverse loopholes to citizenship laws or avenues for human traffickers to exploit. The European Commission has identified mutual recognition of parentage within the European Union as a legislative priority. A mutual recognition of parentage framework.

Another solution in international law to consider is an agreement amongst reproductive care destination countries. As Anika Keys Boyce argues, “While it would be impracticable to have all nations agree to a uniform set of rules regulating the commercial surrogacy industry, it may be feasible to unite all countries offering surrogacy services under agreed upon, specific guiding principles.” Boyce argues such an agreement should include minimum standards for surrogates and care providers as well as a commitment to protect children that would be born stateless. Again, such a hypothetical agreement need not and should not be limited to the sphere of surrogacy. There is overlap between the countries that are popular destinations for surrogacy and those that are popular destinations for other ART. An international agreement amongst destination countries is another solution worth pursuing to prevent statelessness.

B. Potential Solutions in Destination Countries

While a comprehensive, widely adopted international instrument governing cross-border reproductive care would be the ideal solution, it is also likely a long way from being a reality. Too many children are born stateless, and
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statelessness is too serious a consequence to think only of long-term solutions. There are reforms a country could do on its own. When a child is born stateless, one problem is that the child is stuck in their birth country because they cannot obtain travel documents.\textsuperscript{267} Often this is a place where the parents have no job, no long-term housing, and no friends or family to help them care for their child.\textsuperscript{268} This limbo can drag on for months or even years.\textsuperscript{269} One solution destination countries could implement is facilitating emergency travel documents to allow families to live in the parent’s home country while their case is adjudicated.\textsuperscript{270}

Alternatively, states could require some guarantees from the receiving country at the beginning of the ART or surrogacy agreement.\textsuperscript{271} India implemented a regulation that required foreigners who wished to visit India to commission a surrogacy arrangement to apply for a medical visa instead of a tourist visa.\textsuperscript{272} One requirement to receive the visa was a letter from the foreign nationals’ embassy stating that their country recognizes surrogacy and will permit the child to enter the country as the couple’s legal child.\textsuperscript{273} A similar regulation could be implemented in other destination countries. The state would require intended parents entering a country for the purposes of ART treatment or surrogacy to obtain a medical visa. The intended parents would have to include in their visa application information to determine how the child would be recognized in the receiving country, such as a letter from the embassy. If the receiving country would not recognize the receiving parents as the child’s legal parents, the destination could reject the medical visa.

If a destination country wanted only to address the problem of stateless children without hindering their ART market more broadly, then the state could grant children born in cross-border reproductive care arrangements \textit{jus soli} citizenship as a matter of law. The 1961 Statelessness Convention already requires states to grant nationality to children born in their territory who would otherwise be stateless.\textsuperscript{274} The only change would be allowing such children to receive citizenship automatically rather than after a lengthy application process.\textsuperscript{275}
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C. Potential Solutions in Receiving Countries

Receiving countries should adopt a “best interest of the child” standard when evaluating parentage and citizenship questions arising from cross-border reproductive care. This is what is required of states who are party to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which states, “In all actions concerning children, whether undertaken by public or private social welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration.”

The case of Re: X & Y from the United Kingdom should serve as an example. In the U.K., commercial surrogacy is prohibited. Third parties who arrange commercial surrogacies can face criminal sanctions, although this is rarely enforced. Parties who enter surrogacy arrangements do not face criminal penalties, but the contract is unenforceable. “This precludes the surrogate from suing for non-payment, but it also prevents intended parents from taking civil action against the surrogate if she decides to keep the child.”

In Re: X & Y, a British couple petitioned the Court for a parental order for their twins, who were born via surrogate in Ukraine. The children could not be Ukrainian citizens because Ukraine recognized the British couple as the children’s legal parents. The U.K. allowed the children to enter after a DNA test showed they were genetically related to the British intended father. The Court found that the couple’s payments to the surrogate had “significantly exceeded” reasonable expenses. However, the Court ultimately granted the parental order. The court strongly considered Parliament’s authority to regulate surrogacy and the public policy problems of allowing British citizens to circumvent the law by traveling abroad. However, these concerns were ultimately outweighed by the best interests of the welfare of the child.
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What the court is required to do is to balance two competing and potentially irreconcilably conflicting concepts. Parliament is clearly entitled to legislate against commercial surrogacy and is clearly entitled to expect that the courts should implement that policy consideration in its decisions. Yet it is also recognised that as the full rigour of that policy consideration will bear on one wholly unequipped to comprehend it let alone deal with its consequences (i.e. the child concerned) that rigour must be mitigated by the application of a consideration of that child’s welfare. That approach is both humane and intellectually coherent. The difficulty is that it is almost impossible to imagine a set of circumstances in which by the time the case comes to court, the welfare of any child (particularly a foreign child) would not be gravely compromised (at the very least) by a refusal to make an order.\(^{289}\)

In other words, the best interest of the child standard will almost always favor the child’s social parents, the individuals who have been raising the child as their own while the child’s case is adjudicated, the individuals who, for whatever reason, the receiving country does not recognize as the child’s legal parents.

British courts have repeatedly upheld the best interest standard in such cases.\(^ {290}\) As we have seen with other potential solutions, much of the academic literature has focused on surrogacy, but thanks to the flexibility and circumstance-specific nature of the best interest of the child standard, it can be applied in any case where the child’s parentage or citizenship is in doubt.

Critics of this approach will argue that it essentially nullifies state prohibitions and regulations of ART. States that oppose ART or surrogacy on religious or ethical grounds do not want to be seen as legitimizing the practice.\(^ {291}\) However, a state can find other ways to discipline parents and third parties who broker cross-border reproductive care arrangements without punishing the child. Although there are reasonable objections to ART and surrogacy, no public policy considerations justify allowing a baby to languish in statelessness. Refusal to grant citizenship to a child born because of the methods by which they were conceived not only unjustly punishes the innocent child but is contrary to the principles enshrined in the Convention on the Rights of the Child.\(^ {292}\) Article II of the Convention states that parties “shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that the child is protected against all forms of discrimination or punishment on the basis of the status, activities, expressed opinions, or beliefs

\(^{289}\) Id.

\(^{290}\) Lin, supra note 15, at 578.

\(^{291}\) Van Beers, supra note 240.

\(^{292}\) Lin, supra note 15, at 579.
of the child’s parents, legal guardians, or family members.” The plain language of the convention dictates all parties to the treaty must center the best interest of the child in their determinations and not punish the child for the way in which they were conceived.

CONCLUSION

The problem of stateless children born through cross-border reproductive care can happen to same-sex couples, different-sex couples, and single parents. It can happen to children born through artificial insemination, IVF, or surrogacy. It can happen in India, Israel, Spain, or Ukraine. To be born stateless means to be born without a legal identity: to have no identification documents, no means to travel, and no way to vindicate one’s other civil rights. Despite the long recognition of the problem of statelessness, the problem persists. With the growth of cross-border reproductive care, the problem has found a new way to propagate.

This problem needs solutions. Receiving countries must more robustly enforce existing conventions on statelessness so that children who would otherwise be stateless can receive citizenship of their birth country without unnecessary administrative delay. Because some delays may be inevitable, states should more readily grant emergency travel documents, so families can work their way out of legal limbo at home rather than be stranded in a foreign country. Better yet, states should adopt a presumption of recognition of foreign birth certificates. Both receiving states and destination states in the international reproductive care market should continue working toward an international instrument that provides a comprehensive framework for cooperation and establishes shared parentage rules.

Finally, receiving states, although their ethical concerns with surrogacy and cross-border ART arrangements are legitimate, must adopt the best interest of the child standard in evaluating cases that come before them. This is required of them under the Convention on the Rights of the Child. Justice fundamentally demands that states not punish a child for the acts of their parents.
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